Mass, Energy, Space And Time Systemic Theory —MEST— repulsion and gravity DAYONG CAO, Beijing Natural Providence Science & Technology Development Co., Ltd — Things have their physical system of the mass, energy, space and time of themselves-MEST. Sun can give the planets the repulsion and the gravity. It decided the relationship between the mass-energy and space-time of the planets. The repulsion of the planets “equal” its gravity. So them get a balanceable system and a inertial system. The planets lie in the wave like the boat being in the water. When sun radiate light, it can produce the repulsion. It decided the relationship between the mass-energy and space-time of the radiate light. When the radiate light condense to the condensed light (gravity wave), and it come back to the sun. It can produce the gravity. It decided the relationship between the mass-energy and space-time of the gravity wave. Both of the radiate light and the gravity wave act on the planets. There are their physical model which is about their mass-energy relation and their mass-energy wave equation. In the solar system, there are a lot of the dark matter-energy (wave) which is from the black hole. The dark matter-energy would go into the solar system and could give the sun the press force like the gravity. In sun, sun’s nuclear fusion can produce repulsion. Sun is control nuclear fusion. It is controlled by the dark matter-energy.
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